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CEO priorities: Where to focus as the year unfolds
Leaders today confront a raft of complexities. Here’s what will matter most as 2024 evolves—and how CEOs can reckon with ongoing disruption successfully.
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TRENDING INSIGHTS
	1The economic potential of generative AI: The next productivity frontier

	2Scaling gen AI in banking: Choosing the best operating model

	3What is artificial general intelligence (AGI)?

	4Driving innovation with generative AI










Generative AI: The next S-curve for the semiconductor industry?
The surge of interest in and use of generative AI translates to higher demand for semiconductors, pushing the industry to innovate faster and produce more capable and efficient chips.
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How to prepare for the CFO role
Amid decade-high CFO turnover, former chief financial officers share advice on what matters most today for securing the top job in finance.
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Creating value beyond the hype
Tech doesn’t create value by itself. We’re helping clients unlock its full potential with the right strategies, skills, operating models, and data. With McKinsey, it’s never just tech.

Get started








New at McKinsey Blog



April 4, 2024

McKinsey and Google Cloud help companies tap into $4 trillion of business value with generative AI








April 2, 2024

McKinsey’s ecosystem of strategic alliances brings the power of generative AI to clients






March 26, 2024

McKinsey convenes leaders to prepare for AI’s effect on New York region and beyond








March 15, 2024

McKinsey and Celonis bring the power of process mining to business transformations








March 14, 2024

Mobile World Congress 2024: Rewiring telcos for the future
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What does it mean to accelerate sustainable and inclusive growth?
McKinsey partners from around the world weigh inMaking the case for a new kind of growth








Are you seeking an exciting role that will challenge and inspire you?
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How can we help you?
Get in touch with us or find an office closest to you.














